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Princeton in space: Meet IS�IS, heading to touch the sun

�

Carbon ‘leak’ may have warmed the planet for 11,000 years, encouraging human
civilization

�

Method reveals how hidden DNA mutations affect tissues

�

Photosynthesis and engines evolved in remarkably similar ways

�
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Princeton researchers discover the ‘optimism’ of E. coli bacteria

�

Imaging in living cells reveals how ‘junk DNA’ switches on a gene

�

A physics treasure hidden in a wallpaper pattern

�

Princeton’s McComas will lead IMAP, a NASA mission to study the heliosphere
�

Princeton Research Computing introduces newest TIGER supercomputer
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Implanting diamonds with flaws to provide key technology for quantum
communications

Southeast Asian forest loss much greater than expected, with negative
implications for climate

Researchers apply computing power to track the spread of cancer

Timing is key for bacteria surviving antibiotics

�Events
Free and open to the public

A Fresh Look at the Art of the
Mediterranean

 The gallery has recently been
redesigned, the culmination of a multiyear

project. 
Ongoing

Princeton University Art Museum

Art Museum Highlights Tour
Discover the Art Museum's premier

collections spanning antiquity to
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contemporary in a Highlights Tour, offered
free of charge.

Sunday, Aug. 5, 2:00 p.m.
Princeton University Art Museum
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